1. See details elsewhere in plans for rail and footing.
2. Provide intermediate rail wall joints at intervals not exceeding the requirements shown on the rail details.
3. See rail details for anchorage reinforcement. See anchorage reinforcement required for bridge decks unless noted otherwise.
4. Clean groove (1/8" - 3/8") for embedment. The width of the embedment will be dependent upon the width of the anchoring leg (1/2" min.). Minimum embedment with a width of front leg of MSE wall 1'-0".
5. Do not recess back of rail as shown on rail details.

GENERAL NOTES:

These details are for constructing a traffic rail at base. Use anchorage reinforcement required for rail end joints. See details elsewhere in plans for rail end joints.

All concrete is to be placed in accordance with Item 438 "Cleaning and Sealing Joints".

Place in accordance with Item 438 "Cleaning and Sealing Joints".